A Flipped Classroom - What is it?

A Flipped classroom is an environment where the intake learning happens outside the classroom and the
response happens within. In a traditional classroom setting, students sit in neat little rows while the teacher
delivers information in a lecture format.
This is followed up by the student going home to perform what they learned via homework assignments.
Using a flipped approach, the instructional content is received outside the classroom, via external instructional
delivery, often with the help of technology. Since this is something the student and/or parents can do for
themselves, students return to class for the response portion; the part where students work assignments with
the help of their teachers and peers.
There are several ways to structure flipped content learning. For example, the teacher can record a video or
audio podcast for the student to listen to at home. They could assign the reading of the Gettysburg Address by
Abraham Lincoln himself. Complex math concepts can be delivered by mathematics experts.
Because technology is becoming so ubiquitous, students can download and review PowerPoint slideshows,
audio materials, and other web based teaching media at home, in the library, or at the local wi-fi coffee shop.
When students have access to these materials offline, they can digest the material at their own pace,
reviewing as needed.
The flip side of this (if you will excuse the pun) is that homework activities, like math problems and history
questions, are worked in the classroom with the help of teachers. This is especially helpful for teachers with
ever increasing classroom sizes, where they can monitor the progress of students actually doing the
homework and give more help to those who are struggling. Instead of having a "Sage on the stage" the
students now have a "Guide on the side."
Another benefit to a flipped classroom is that parents can help more on the content engagement side. As a
parent, it is sometimes challenging to find that they can’t really help with homework if they don’t have access
to the teacher and lecture notes. With this model, they can help students review the material content and
help offer explanations for concepts that their student may not yet be familiar with. And because the content
is always available, they can go back and review portions that the student may need as a foundation. Also,
because the homework portion is completed in class, there can be reduced anxiety about completing problem
sets at home.
An example of how this would work in a reading class is to have the students complete the reading at home,
then start class with a warm up exercise followed by reading comprehension questions.
Podcasts don’t necessarily have to be delivered by the teacher. There are plenty of great educational podcasts
that a teacher could leverage for their students to review on nearly any educational topic, including current
events. Then, the students could come to class and discuss what they have heard or watched.
Another idea is to have High School students make video recordings for segments of content that they have
learned through the school year. This content can then be made available to future classes that will need to
learn the same content. This can be a fun and engaging way for students to "give back" by helping the
generations that follow them.

More Articles/ Videos:
Dodgen Middle School was recently highlighted in 11Alive News
Education Week - Why Flipped Classrooms Are Here To Stay
Flipped Classroom with Aaron Sams (You Tube Video)
Flipped Learning Network
30 Online Multimedia Resources for PBL and Flipped Classrooms by Michael Gorman
Intro to the Flipped Classroom
Download Flipped poster
The Flipped Classroom Model - Explained.... You Tube video

RESOURCES:
CCSD Use of Technology Resources with Instruction and Internet Safety

Online Instructional Videos for Students:


LearnZillion



Brightstorm - Great video online resources



Watch Know Learn - More online video resources



TeacherTube



YouTube



Math Playground Ground - http://www.mathplayground.com/mathvideos.html



Study James - http://studyjams.scholastic.com/



Teacher Channel - https://www.teachingchannel.org/



School Tube - http://www.schooltube.com/



Discovery Learning - http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/



Merlot - http://www.merlot.org/merlot/index.htm



Khan Academy - https://www.khanacademy.org/



Ted Ed - http://ed.ted.com/lessons/featured



Teacher Domain - http://www.teachersdomain.org/



SkillsTutor



Online Text Books



Knowmia

